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SUMMARY
Penetration of sound into a body of water irom a simulated air borne sonic boom was measured in an acoustically scaled experitant.
Dynamite caps were used to produce spherically spreading N-waves
which impinged upon the water.

Microphones at the water surface and

hydrophones at various shallow depths were used to measure the exponentially attenuating penetration of tha airborne pressure field into the
water, under total reflection conditions.
Agreement between the scaled experimental measurements and
predictions based on existing theory was generally good. Application
of the theory to the case of actual sonic booms impinging upcn the ocean,
and comparisons with measurements of typical dcep-ocean ambient noise,
indicate that underwater sonic boom noise will be discernible only at
very low frequencies and at shallow depths.

Pressure fluctuation

spectrum levels due to surface waves will be i~g~er than levels due to
sonic booms.
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Section 1

PTRODUCTION
IN
1.1

I

BACKGROUND
In anticipation of regular supersonic aircraft operations over the

ocean, the penetration of sonic boom energy into the water and particularly
its effects on the ocean ecology are of current interest.
To date, there have been no conclusive experimental measurements of underwater noise due to sonic booms. One full-scale measure-

gItracked

ment has been reported, 1" but inadequate instrumentation was used,
and the position of the Mach 1.1 aircraft relative to the sensors was not
during this experiment.
In contrast, the theory of the transmission and penetration of

I

acoustic energy from air to water is well established. 2 Recent theoretical studies have directly addressed the problem of penetration of

I

sonic booms into the ocean. 3,4 In these studies, it has beer. assumed
that the aircraft flies horizontally over a flat ocean, at a constant speed
which is less than the speed of sound in the water. Under these conditions,
there is total reflection of the incident shock wave. Acoustic energy
penetrates only slightly into the water. Sound due to the sonic boom is
attenuated rapidly with frequency and with depth in the water.
There exists a clear need for experimental measurements which
can be compared with theoretical predictions of the extent to which
sonic booms penetrate into the ocean. To help fill this need, some

measurements of the penetration of energy from a shock wave into a
mosmall body of water have been made.

Air blasts of explosive charges

were used to produce shock waves having N-waveforms.

'

i

References are listed on Page R-1
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Microphones

and hydrophones at varioua locattons were used to measure the penetration
of azoustic energy into Lhe 3,ater.
The measurements obtained in thLs etperimental simulation nf
the penetration of sonic boom energy into; the ocean have been found
to agree we)l with the theoretical predictions.
of the theoreticai prediction

This provides confirmation

that audible noise due to sonic booms will

not be appreciable at depths greater tha. about 15 feet in the ocean.
This conclusion US, however, humited to the case of hcrizontal flight,
constant speed less than Mach 4. 5, and a flat ocean surface.
1. 2

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
In Section 2, existing theoretical predictions of the penetration of

sonic boom into the ocean are summarized, and the limitations of available
theory are indicated.

Section 3 describes the experiment which was con-

ducted, and Section 4 summarizes the experimental results, comparing
them with the theoretical predictions.

In Section 5, 'he anticipated pene-

tration of sonic boom energy into the ocean at several depths is related
to deep ocean ambient noise levels.

Finally, the conclusions dzeveloped

on the basis 1f this work are summarized in Section 6.

1-2
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Section 2
SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

For a supersonic aircraft in level flight over a smooth ocean, the
intersection of the Mach cone with the ocean surface is a hyperbola. The
shock wavefront sweeps across the ocean surface at the speed of the aircraft.
The thickness of the sonic boom N-wave is much less than the
radius of the Mach cone at its hyperbolic intersection with the oceqcn
surface. Therefore, an analysis based on a plane N-wave approximation
is valid over a small region of the incident wavefront.

j

~

In this section, the theory of plane sinusoidal wave reflection
transmission and penetration at a plane air-water interface is reviewed.
The similar available theory for the special case of an incident plane
N-wave is then summarizea. Finally, the limitations of existing theories
in providing useful predictions for realistic situations are outlined.

•I

2.2

PLANE SINUSOIDAL WAVES
The theory of the reflection, transmission and penetration of

I
I

incident plane sinusoidal (single-frequency) wavefronts at a plane air'water interface is well established. 2 The plane wave is assumed to
propagate in the direction of the normal to the wavefront.
Two physical boundary conditions must be satisfied across the
interface. Th• acoustic pressure and the normal component of fluid
particle velocity must be continuous across this boundary.

The critical angle for transmission of energy across the air-water
interface, measured as the inclination of the acoustic ray from the

2-

vertical, or as the angle betweern the acoustic wavefront and the horizontal
interface, is about 130
For angles of incidence less grazing thaiý this, acoustic energy
from the incident wavefront is partially reflected from the surface, and
part.Uly

trarsmitted into the water as a proppgating acoustic wavefront.

For angles of incidence more grazing thait the critical angle, there
is total reflection of the incident acoustic erlLrgy from the air-water interface.

There is no propagating acoustic wavefront in the water, but there

is penetration of sound into the water in the form of nonpropagating
in~homageneous wave. The amplitude of this penetrating sound pressure
field di.es out expone~itially with depth, as a function of frequency.

The

inhoznogeneo.s wave sweeps through the water horizontally at the sai•e
speed as the incident waveiront sweeps across the ocean surface.

This

speed of advance is less than the speed of sound in the water.
Because the acoustic impedance of water is greater than that of
air, the reflec,'ed wave is in phase with the wave which is incident upon
the air-water interface. For the case of total reflection, the amplitude
of the reflected wave is equal to that of the incident wave. Together
with the physicai requi,7ement that the acoustic pressure be continuous
across the boundary, this means that there is "pressure doubling" across
the interfaoe.

The amplitucie of the penetrating pressure field just

under the surface is double that of the incident acoustic wavefront in the
air just above the surface.
The acoustic skin effect just described is significant only at very
low frequencies.

For example, at 10 Hz, the skin depth (depth at which

thc pressure anplitude is reduced by a factor of 1/e, or about 8. 5 db)

\I

is of the order of 10 feet, and at 1 Hz, it is of the order of 100 feet.
But this very low frequency region is just the band in which most of the
acoustic energy due to sonic booms is cuncentrated.
2.3

PLANE N-WAVES
The theory of total reflection of a plane N-wave from a plane

air-water interface, with the accompanying penetration of a nonradiating
pressure field in the water, has recently been developed.3, 4, 5 Only the
case of incidence of an N-wave at an angle more grazing than the critical
angle has been considered.

This case is relevant to the penetration of sonic

boom energy into the ocean Liue to horizontal flights of supersonic airt

craft at speeds up to the speed of sound in water, roughly Mach 4. 5.
2.3.1
•I "

Scope of Existing Theory
A small region of the sonic boom shock cone at any point along

the hyperbolic intersection of the cone with the ocean surface is treated
in the exist,.ng theories.

The angle of incidence of a shock cone wave-

front region at the hyperbolic intersection ranges from :&minimum value
equal to the Mach angle of the shock cone, occurring at the vertex of the
hyperbola, to a maximum value of 900, occurring at the cutoffs of the
hyperbolic intersection,
Neither of the theorists who have to date considered the
problem of penetration of sonic booms into the water have put together
the effects which occur over small regions of the incident shock cone,

4"

to describe the total overall phenomenon.
However, the radius of curvature at any pcint along the hyperbola is large compared to the thickness of the sonic boom shock cone.
Also, the penetrating pressure field in the water is nonradiating.

Thus,

the composite sonic boom penetration effect is likely to involve smooth
transitions between results obtained in individual regions along the hyperbolic intersection.
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2.3.2

Sound Pressure Amplitude as a Function of Depth
The problem of determining the penetrating sound pressure field

as a function of depth for an incident plane N-wave has been solved through
a Fourier transform approach. The Fourier transforms of the two-dimensional wave equation and the traveling pressure N-wave at zero depth in
the water are taken.

The transformed wave equation is solved in the

frequency domain, subject to the boundary conditions of the transform of
the N-wave at zero depth and th- requirement that the solution for the
pressure remain bounded as the epth becomes infinite. The resulting
solution is then inverse F-•urier transformed back to the time domain.
4
Using the notation of Sawyers, the results may be summarized
as follows.

The N-wave in the water at zero depth is
0
for
T ++x/v)<0;
(t +x/v) for0 !(t +x/v) sT;
Po [I - (2/
0
for
T <(t + x/v),
(2-1)

p(x0,t)

where x is horizontal distance, t is time, v is the horizontal speed of
advance of the N-wave in the water at zero depth, po is the peak pressure
oi the N-wave in the water, and T is the duration of the N-wave.
The waveform at depth z is given by Sawyers as

x [Arctan ((T -1)/)
+[In Q1+ (r/C)2)
in which, for brevity,

T

=

-

-

Arctan (,r/63

In (1+ ((-)~~(2-2)

(t + x/v)/T is a normalized time- and- horizontal -

distance variable, and = (I - v 2 /c2) I/2 z/vT is a normalized depth
variable. In the latter expression, c is the speed of sound in the water.
The results obtained by Sawyers are shown in Figure 2-1, for
normalized depths of • = 0+, 0. 01, 0. 1 and 0. 9. This figure shows the
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time waveforms which would be seen by fixed sensors at x = 0, at the various
depths.

For typical values of v = 1500 ft/see, c = 4800 ft/sec and T = 0. 1
sec, the actual depths corresponding to the indicated values of Cwould be
0+, 2, 16 and 80 It, respectively.
The waveforms shown in Figure 2-1 become more rounded and
extended as the depth increases. The infinitely long precursors and tails
have odd symmetry about t = T/2. This result is what would be expected
if, as indicated in the previous discussion of plane sinusoidal waves, the
higher frecuencies were attenuated more rapidly than the lower frequencies
as a function of depth. The effect is that of a low-pass filter.
In a more recent investigation, Cook5 has obtained the same
result as that given in Equation 2-2, plus an additional term. The additional
term has even symmetry about t = T/2, with infinite spikes at t = 0 and
t = T, and another precursor-tail pair. However, Cook indicates that
this additional term usually makes a negligible contribution to the total
sound pressure, and will be difficult to measure.
It must be noted in the foregoing discussion, that po is the peak
pressure of the N-wave in the water. This is twice the peak pressure of
the incident N-wave in the air just above the air-water interface. As discussed earlier, this pressure doubling is a consequence of the in-phase
total reflection of the incident wave, and the physical requirement of continuity of acousdic pressure across the interface.
2.3.3

Energy Density Spectrum as a Function of Dept

The expression for pressure as a function of depth, given in
Equation 2-2 and plotted in Figure 2-1, is rather complicated. It is
easier to estimate the effects of variations in depth in terms of the energy
density spectrum of the N-wave.
The N-wave energy density spectrum as a function of depth, z,
is given3 by the square of the modulus of P(x, z, f), which is the Fourier
transform of the prassure amplitude, p(x, z, t):
2-6

Q(z,f)= 2 p

22
T F (2 T f)exp(-

(4 •/m) z f)

(2-3)

8/e3 +4(1 - cos 0/O4

(2-4)

2 2-1/2 v and where
m = (1 - v/c)

where

F(9) =(1 +cos 8)/82 -4sin

is the normalized two-sided N-wave energy density spectrum 6 defined on
the interval(--

,

+

Equation 2-3 shows that a signal component at frequency f
decreases exponentially in amplitude with increasing depth. If the frequency at which the energy density spectrum peak occurs is approximated as fo = 1 /2T, then the skin depth, o, for which the amplitude
of the dominant frequency decreases by a factor of e is roughly zo
vT/TT = L/rr. In the latter expression, L = vT is the thickness of the
sonic boom shock wave in the direction of advance.
The two-sided energy density spectrum given in Equation 2-4
is useful theoretically, but since it involves negative frequencies, it is
not consistent with physically measurable quantities.

For purposes of

comparing theoretical predictions with experimental measurements, the
one-sided energy density spectrum defined on the interval (0, + . ) must
'7

be used.7 The one-sided energy density is double the two-sided energy
density. If the expression given in Equation 2-3 is to represent a set of
physically measurable values, it must be multiplied by a factor of two.
2.3.4

Comparisons of Sonic Boom and Ambient Spectra
To determine whether sonic boom energy which penetrates into

the ocean to a given depth will be detectable in the midst of noises from
other sources, some measure of the amplitude of the sonic boom signal
must be compared with a similar measure of the ambient noise amplitude,

3
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A detailed comparison of relative pressure levels as a function
of frequency can be obtained by comparing the sonic boom and ambient
sound pressure spectrum levels.

Spectral components of the sonic boom

can be detected in frequency regions where the sonic boom level is appre ciably higher (at least 6 db) than the ambient level.
Ambient spectra are generally presented in terms of sound
pressure spectrum levels, with a 1 Hz reference bandwidth. 8 Thus, a
power density spectrum is used for ambient noise. If the detailed power
density spectrum values were known over bandwidths much less than 1 Hz,
the sound pressure spectrum levels would be obtained by integrating the
power density spectrum values over 1 Hz frequency bands. In practice,
however, only the sound pressure levels in bands larger than 1 Hz are
measured, and these measurements are converted to a 1 Hz basis.
The theoretical sonic boom spectra described in the previous
section were energy density spectra. These must first be converted to
power density spectra, before comparisons between sonic boom and
ambient spectra can be made.
A power density spectrum may be constructed for the sonic
boom pressure field by dividing the energy density spectrum by the
duration of the incident N-wave, T.

This definition of a sonic boom

power density spectrum is less than satisfactory at depths greater than
z = 0+, where the duration of the pressure waveform exceeds T.
However, it does make possible a comparison of sonic boom and
ambient spectra on the same basis, in the same physical units.
2.4

SUMMARY
The sound pressure waveform at depth z due to an incident plane N-

wave having peak pressure p, in air is given by Equation 2-2, in which
Po = 2 pI.
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The sonic boom sound pressure spectrum level at depth z is given
by
L(z,f) = 10 log1 0

t16pj

T F (2 iTf) exp (-(4-/m) zf)

(2-5)

where p, is the peak pressure of the incident N-wave in air, in units of
0. 0002 dyne/cm2, and where the notation is otherwise the same as in
Equation 2-3. The units of L(z, P) are db//0. 0002 dyne/cm2, for convenient comparison with published ambient levels. The above expression
for L(z, f) differs from that which would be obtained by converting Equation
2-3 to decibels, in three respects.
(1)

The peak pressure p0 in the water at the surface has
been replaced by pI = po/ 2, where p, is the peak incident
pressure in the air, to account for pressure doubling
across the interface;

(2)

The two-sided energy density spectrum Q (z, f)
has been replaced by a physically measurable onesided energy density spectrum, S (z,f) = 2 Q (z,f);

(3)

A power density spectrum has been constructed by
dividing the energy density spectrum by the duration,
T, of the incident N-wave.

The net effect of these modifications is to change the expression for the
sonic boom pressure spectrum derived by Sawyers (Ref. 3, Equation
"J) by a factor of 8/T.

The sonic boom pressure spectrum so obtained

is suitable for comparison with physical measurements of ocean
"ambientnoise.

2.5

I
1

!

LIMITATIONS
The presently available theory of the penetration of sonic booms into

the ocean is limited by the following set of assumptions:

2-9

(1)

The aircraft is in horizontal flight in a given
direction at constant speed over an extended
interval of time;

(2)

The aircraft speed is less than the speed of sound
in water (about Mach 4. 5).

(3)

The ocean surface is flat, and the ocean itself is
homogeneous throughout;

(4)

Results apply only to small regions of the intersection
of the Mach cone with the ocean surface, where the plane
wave approximation is valid;

(5)

Only symmetrical N-waves, having zero rise times and
linearly changing pressure amplitudes, are involved.

Although these assumptions are rather restrictive, the theory
which has been developed on this basis is appropriate for application to
operational situations of current interest.

2-10
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Section 3
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
3.1

PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the experiment was to measure the penetration
of acoustic energy into water from a simulated sonic boom. An explosive
Irv,

charge was detonated in the air over a small body of water. The resulting
spherically spreading shock wave simulated a region of a sonic boom
incident upon the surface of the water, as shown in Figure 3-1.

*

r

SPHERICAL

•

'

SHOCK WAVE
SONIC Boom
SHOCK CONE

REGION OF SIMULATION

"aW

Figure 3-1. Simulation of Region of Sonic Boom Shock Cone,
Using Portion of Spherical Shock Wave
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3.2

ARRANGEMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION
The overall geometry is shown in Figure 3-2. The small body of

water was a flooded quarry, 300 ft wide and 80 ft deep. The explosive
charge was suspended from a high horizontal cable.

Two arrays of seasors

were suspended in the area from a low horizontal cable. A local array,
consisting of a microphone and hydrophone, was fixed directly under the
explosive charge. A movable remote array, consisting of a microphone
and three hydrophones, was positioned at various distances from the local
array.
Signals from the two arrays were brought to amplifiers in an
electronics hut aboard a barge about 50 ft from the local array. The signals were then brought up to a control shack on shore, where they were
recorded on magnetic tape and on a light-beam oscillograph.

The

explosive charges were detonated on comnaiand from the control shack.
3.3

EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
The explosive charges used to produce spherical shock waves

were 6-grain dynamite blasting caps. These charges were emplaced in
groups of six and were detonated singly, using a 12-volt auto battery and
long electrical leads.
The dynamite caps were placed at a height of 30 ft above the water.
A typical shock waveform as measured by the local microphone, at a
height of 3. 8 ft above the water, is shown in Figure 3-3. The pressure
waveform produced by the dynamite cap was a good approximation. to
an ideal N-wave. The negative pressure portion of the actual waveform
had about 0. 8 of the peak amplitude and about 1. 3 of the duration of the
positive portion.
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Both the incident and reflected signal components of the airborne
shock wave near the water surface are shown in Figure 3-3. The amplitude of the reflected component was about 0.78 that of the incident component.
This was due principally to spherical spreading, since the incident wave
was almost completely reflected even in the case of near-normal incidence.
The distance along the direct path from the source to the receiver was
26.2 ft, and the reflected path distance was 33. 8 ft.
At a distance of about 50 ft from the dynamite cap, which was a
typical placement of the remote array in the experiment, the peak sound
pressure amplitude was about 5 lb/ft2, and the duration of the N-wave
was about 1. 5 msec. Thus, the dynamite cap successfully simulated
the order of magnitude of the peak pressure of a sonic boom (typically
2. 5 lb/ft&).

However, the duration of the N-wave due to the dynamite cap

was two orders of magnitude less than that cue to a sonic boom (typically
0.1 to 0.3 sec).
Because the duration of the simul ated sonic boom N-wave was
about 1% of that of a real sonic boom, the predicted penetration in the
experiment was also only about 1% of that which would actually occur.
But this amount of penetration, of the order of one foot in the experiment,
did prove to be measurable. In retrospect, it is clear that if N-waves
having durations of 0. 1 to 0. 3 sec had been used in the experiment, no
meaningful measurements could have been made because of reverber"ationsin the small body of water which was used.

-

It would have beeri
necessary to conduct the experiment in the deep ocean, which would have
been a much more ambitious undertaking.
The 6-grain dynamite caps were reasonably consistent in the production of similar peak sound pressure amplitudes from one shot to
the next. The maximum variation during one series of 26 shots was
about + 30%.

33-

I

3.4

MICROPHONES
The two microphones used to measure signals at the air side of

the air-water interface were special sonic boom sensors, provided for use
in the experiment by NASA/Langley. These were carrier systems, consisting of Photocon Model 464 condenser microphone and coil combinations
9
which formed tuned circuits.
These systems had good frequency response
from roughly 0. 1 Hz to 10 kHz.

This was more than adequate for the

experiment, since the spectra of the N-waves measured in the experiment
probably peaked at about 500 Hz. The systems also had good dynamic range;
sound pressure amplitudes as great as 10 lb/ft2 could be measured with
linear response.
3.5

HYDROPHONES

'1he four hydrophones used to measure signals in the water were
Wilcoxon Series 50 and 70 units, provided for use In the experiment by the
U. S. Navy. These hydrophones had reasonably good low-frequency response,
down to at least 10 Hz. Each unit had a preamplifier built in next to the
hydrophone element, providing good gain against electrical noise pickup
on the signal cable.

Each unit also had provision for insertion of a system

calibration signal into the hydrophone preamplifier.
3.6

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING

The signals from the two microphones and four hydrophones were
recorded on magnetic tape, using an Ampex FR-1300 14-channel recorder.
The signals were recorded in the FM mode at 30 ips, to provide a frequency response of 0 to 10 kHz. Additional signals recorded with the
acoustic signals included the dynamite cap firing signal, a 1000-Hz
sawtooth timing signal, and voice annotations.
3.7

OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDING

A 7-channel Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation light-beam
oscillograph was used to provide permanent records of the acoustic signals,
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all displayed on a common time base. The oscillograph was used to monitor the acoustic signals on-line during the experiment.

It was also later

used in the laboratory, for further analysis of the signals played back from
the magnetic tape. For this purpose, the tape recordings were in some
cases slowed down by a factor of 4 on playback, to provide better time
resolution on the oscillograph displays.
3.8

CALIBRATION OF SYSTEM
Proper calibration of each of the six acoustic data channels was

an essential part of the experiment. Different methods were used for
the calibrations of the microphone and hydrophone data channels.
The microphones were calibrated in place before and after the
series of shots, using a single-tone, 1 kHz acoustic signal level of 150
db//0. 0002 dyne/cm 2, rms. This signal had a peak sound pressure
amplitude of about 18. 6 Ib/ft , which was of the order of magnitude of
the largest peak airborne pressure amplitude measured in the experiment. The known calibration signal was fed into the microphones using a
special calibrator supplied with the microphones by NASA/Langley.
Each microphone data channel consisted of a carrier microphone
system with discriminated analog voltage output, a postamplifier, a
magnetic tape unit (recording and immediately replaying signals on-line),
an oscillograph galvanometer driver amplifier, and an oscillograph
signal display channel.

The calibration consisted of measuring the

amplitude of deflection of the oscillograph trace foi, the known input
sound pressure amplitude, for each microphone data channel. When
actual data was acquired during the experiment, any changes in the gain
settings from those used during calibration were noted.
The hydrophone data channels, exclusive of the hydrophone
crystals, were calibrated in place before and after the series of shots,
using a single-frequency 1 kHz electrical signal amplitude of 1 volt, rms.

3-7

This voltage was typical of the output of the hydrophone crystal in
response to the largest peak underwater pressure amplitude measured
in the experiment.
Each hydrophone data channel consisted of a hydrophone crystal,
preamplifier, postamplifier, attenuator pad, magnetic tape unit, oscillograph driver amplifier, and oscillograph signal display channel. The electrical calibration signals were fed into the preamplifiers.
To complete the calibration of the hydrophone data channels, the
sensitivities of the hydrophone crystals were measured in a separate
experiment, which was conducted following the sonic boom simulation
experiment. The hydrophone crystal sensitivities were measured both by
the reciprocity calibration method and by use of 1 kHz tone bursts from
a calibrated projector at a known distance. The results of the latter
calibration were checked by calibrating hydrophones of known sensitivities
along with the unknowns. Details of the hydrophone calibration measurements are given in Reference 10.
The 1 kHz frequency used in the calibrations of the acoustic sensors
was of the order of magnitude of the frequency range which contained most of
the acoustic energy of the 1. 5 msec N-wave signals used in the experiment.
It is estimated that absolute pressure amplitude measurements
made with the microphones were accurate to within + 1 db, and that
absolute measurements made with the hydrophones were accurate to within
+ 2 db. The calibrations were believed to be good down to at least 1 Hz
for the microphones, and down to at least 20 Hz for the hydrophones.
The upper cutoff frequency for all acoustic measurements made in the
experiment was about 10 kHz, because of the magnetic tape recorder.
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Section 4
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1

OPTIMUM GEOMETRY

On the basis of Sawyers' theoretical expression for the penetration
of an acoustic N-wave into the water (Equation 2-3), the penetration depth
for an N-wave of 1. 5 msec duration was predicted to be a few feet. An
effort was made to place the three hydrophones of the movable remote
array at depths of 1, 2 and 4 ft. However, due to the catenary in the
cable from which the remote array was suspended, the actual depths of
the hydrophones in the remote array were one or two ft greater than
intended, for the array locations which gave the best, results in the experiment.
About 20 shots were made with the remote array positioned at
"varioushorizontal distances between 15 and 145 ft from the local array,
which was placed directly under the explosive charge. The height of the
"explosive charge above the water was 30 ft for all shots in the series.

The optimum geometry for measurem-cnt of penetration of acoustic
energy from the incident shock wave was one in which the remote array
was 25 to 60 ft from the local array. The reason for this was interference due to other transmitted (rather than penetrating) signal component
arrivals.
Figure 4-1 shows the location of sensors for two shots in which
the geometry was good for making measurements of sound penetration
into the water under total reflection conditions. The rays of sound within
the critical angle which were transmitted across the air-water interface
into the water are shown. In the figure. these rays were constructed

j

-'

.0

at 5 increments in the water, using Snell's Law. The wavefronts and
their times of arrival are also shown at equally spaced intervals of
time in the figure. The instant at %hich the spherically sprea.ding airborne
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Figure 4-1. Locations of Sensors for Measurements
of Penetration of Shock Wave Energy into Water
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shock wave first reaches the water directly below the explosive charge

is taken a.; time t = 0.
Figure 4-1 was useful for the prediction of the times of arrival of
the transmitted and penetrating signal components at the hydrophones of
the remote array, as a function of its distance from the local array.

For

Shot 25, the remote array was 35 ft from the local array. The transmitted signal component was expected to arrive at t = 6 msec, and the
penetrating signal component at 13 msec.

For Shot 16, at 50 ft, the

transmitted signal component was expected at t = 9 msec and the penetrating
signal component at t = 24 msec. In makin 6 these estimates, it was
assumed that the time of arrival of the penetrating signal at the remote
hydrophones was the same as the time of incidence of the shock wave
on the water surface vertically overhead, as predicted by Sawyers' theory.4
When the remote array was positioned at 10 to 25 ft from the local
array, the transmitted and penetrating signal components arrived at the
remote hydrophones at nearly the same time (3 msec apart at 25 ft). Also,
when the remote array was more than about 60 ft away from the local
array, the penetrating signal arrived at the remote hydrophones at the
same time as reverberations from the bottom and walls of the rocklined quairy. Thus, there was an optimum geometry of remote array
locations at 25 to 60 ft from the local array. This optimum geometry
provided a "window" through which the penetration of sound into the water
could be measured without interference from other transmitted stgnal
components.
saw

The speed of advance of the shock wavefront acroso the water
surface in the optimum geometry ranged from about 1200 to 1700 ft/sec,
or from about Mach 1.1 to Mach 1.6. The corresponding angles of
!0

.1,

£

incidence ranged from about 630 to 400.
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4.2

REFLECTOR-ABSORBER

It was recognized that it would be desirable to increase the width of
the penetration measurement "window" provided by the optimum geometry
just described. An effort was made to prevent that portion of the shock
wavefront which would be transmitted across the air-water interface from
reaching the water. To do this, a plane reflector-absorber was constructed
to block out acoustic rays within the 13. 40 cone shown in Figure 4-1.
The reflector-absorber was built of plywood, 16 ft square, and
covered with 3 in of sound absorbing urethane foam. It was suspended
ove r the water directly under the eAplosive charge, tilted slightly from
the horizontal, about 6 feet above the water. At this height, with the
explosive charge 30 feet abcve the water, the diameter of the 13.40
cone to be blocked out was less than 12 ft.
The sound pressure amplitudes due to successive shots were
measured at the undisturbed local microphone before and after the reflectorabsorber was put in place.

These measurements indicated that the

reflector-absorber reduced the amplitude of the signal coming directly
through it by a factor of about 10.
However, due to diffraction effects at the edges of the reflectorabsorber, sound nevertheless entered the water around the reflectorabsorber at angles of less than the critical angle, 13.4°. The amplitude
of this diffracting sound was not appreciably less than that of the sound
which had previously gone into the water directly, without the reflectorThe sound which was diffracted around the reflector-absorber
and transmitted into the water caused, if anything, more interference
with the desired measurement of the penetration phenomenon.
absorber.

There appeared to be no simple way to avoid the diffraction
effect, short of building outwardl-sloping skirts all around the reflectorabsorber, right to the surface of the water. Further use of the reilectorabsorber in the experiment was therefore abandoned.
4-4

14.3
lo

USE OF FLOATS

In the early stages of setting up the experiment, floats were used
to hold up the local and remote arrays, rather than overhead cables. The
floats were fully inflated automobile inner tubes.
In the analysis of the on-line oscillograph records from a series
of preliminary shots, spurious s.gnal components were observed which
couli not be identified either as components transmitted as in Figure
4-1, or as penetrating components. The spurious signal components
always arrived after the components due to direct transmission, and
arrived later at the deep hydrophone than at the shallow one.
It was suspected that the spurious signal components were caused
by the floate used to hold up the arrays. Figure 4-2 shows the signals
received at the local microphone and at two rather deep remote hydrophones for one particuL-Ar shot made when the floats were present. The
remote array was about 3W ft from the local array. The local microphone
was 3 ft above the water, and the remote hydrophones were at depths of
23 and 53 ft.
Under these conditions, the direct transmitted signal components
should have arrived at the 23 and 53 ft hydrophones at 7.7 and 12.8 msec,
respectively. Any signal components which were transmitted into the
water by the float supporting the remote array should have arrived at
the same hydrophones at 11. 3 and 17. 7 rnsec, respectively. Figure
4-2 shows that the measured signal components indeed occurred roughly as
anticipated. The components associated with the float occurred several
milliseconds later than expected, if anything. (In preparing the oscillograph record for Figure 4-2, the playback system gains were purposely
set high, so that the direct transmission signal -omponent would be
clipped, while the signal component due to the float would be easily seen.)
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It was confirmed that the spurious signal components were caused
by the floats, by making another shot in which the floats were removed.
The local and remote arrays were suspended from overhead steel cables
for this shot, in the same positions as when the floats were present. The
results are shown in Figure 4-3. The signal components at about 13 and 20
msec for the 23 and 53 ft hydrophones, respectively, which were present when the floats were present, were not observed with the floats removed.
As a result of this experience, it was concluded that the float
above the remote array was being excited by the incident airborne shock
wave and was reradiating sound directly into the water.

This sound trans-

mitted into the water did not attenuate rapidly with distance. Since the
floats introduced signals which interfered with the desired measurement
of penetration of sound under total reflection conditions, the floats were
removed.
4.4

All subsequent experimental work was done without any floats.

RESULTS FOR SELECTED MEASUREMENTS
The experimental results for two selected measurements of pene-

tration of shock wave energy into the water are shown in Figures 4-4
and 4-5. These shots were made with the optimum geometry, and with
no floats in the water. The surface of the water was flat for all shots.
Four distinct events are identified in these figures. The first
event was the initial incidence of the spherically spreading shock w.1ve
upon the water. This event defined time t = 0, which was halfway between
the times at which the incident and reflected pulses were sensed at the local
microphone.

The second event was the arrival of transmitted acoustic

energy at the remote hydrophones along a path such as indicated earlier
in Figure 4-1. The third event, which was of principal interest in the
experiment, was the arrival of the airborne shock wave at the remote

£
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microphone, and the penetration of acoustic energy into the water as
sensed by the remote hydrophones. The fourth event was the arrival of
transmitted acoustic energy at the remote hydrophones along the shortest
of the bottom-bounce paths.
On the basis of Figure 4-1, the predicted times of occurrence of the
"•Shot
wr

second and third events for Shot 25 were 6 and 13 msec, resper'tlvely.
16, the corresponding predicted times were 9 and 24 msec.

For

Figure 4-4 shows that the measured times of occurrence of the
second and third events for Shot 25 were actually 7 and 15 msec, respectively.
For Shot 16, Figure 4-5 shows that the corresponding measured times
Vs

were 10 and 27 msec. These measured times were 10 and 27 msec.
These measured times were consistently about 10% greater than the predicted times. This indicates that the measurements of distance made
during the experiment were not too accurate. Also, the local array may
have been displaced by several feet from the point directly under the dynamite
cap.
The peak amplitude of the transmitted sound pressure pulse sensed
•,.

by the local hydrophone positioned at a depth of 1 ft directly under the
local microphone was about equal to the average of the peak amplitudes of
the incident and reflected airborne waves.

-.

At zero depth, the pulse in

the water should have had double this amplitude. However, the local hydrophone was not at zero depth, and it was probably not exactly under the
explosive charge. Under these conditions, air-to-water sound transmission
theory1 l, 12 indicates that a geometric spreading loss of as much as 6 db
is quite possible.
The direct transmitted signal components received at the remote
hydrophones decreased in amplitude with depth. This was also in accord

j

L
1

with the predictions of air-to-water sound transmission theory. 11, 12 Very
little acoustic energy is transmitted nearly parallel to the air-water interface.

S~4-II

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show that there was indeed penetration of shock
wave energy into the water under total reflection conditions. The amplitude decreased rapidly with depth, and there was a rounding of the initial
waveform with depth. The measured behavior was generally that predicted
by the existing theories, as summarized in Section 2.
4.5
4.5.1

COMPARISONS WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
Detailed Comparisons for Selected Measurements

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 provide detailed comparisons between the
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements for the two shots
discussed in the previous section. The theoretical curves are those computed from Equation 2-2. In evaluating p (0, z, t) for comparison with an
experimental measurement, the values of C,pr and Po used in Equation 2-2
were based on the measured hydrophone depth, z; incident N-wave duration
T; and incident N-wave peak pressure, pr Peak pressure po at z =0 in
the water was taken to be equal to 2 pi, where PI was measured at the remote
microphone.
For the penetration of sound measured in Shot 25, shown
in Figure 4-6, the horizontal speed of advance of the shock wave across
the water at the point of measurement (35 ft from the local array) was
about 1460 ft/sec, or about Mach 1. 32. For Shot 16, shown in Figure 4-7,
the speed of advance was about 1290 ft/sec, or about Mach 1. 18.
The agreement between the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured detailed waveforms was quite good, within a factor of two
in both the amplitude and time scales.
4.5.2

Summary of Peak Amplitudes

Table 4-1 provides a comparison between the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured peak pressure amplitudes for eight shots
made with the remote array at distances ranging from 25 to 60 ft from the
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local array. Measurements were made at depths in the 1 to 5 ft region.
This series of shots covered horizontal speeds of advance ranging from
Mach 1. 12 to Mach 1. 66.
Equation 2-2 was used to provide theoretical predictions of the
peak pressure amplitude as a function of depth, for a shot having the same
values of incident N-wave peak pressure amplitude, duration, and speed
of advance as those measured in the shot. The general agreement between
measured and predicted amplitudes was rather good; the predicted amplitudes were usualiy higher. In several cases, the presence of appreciable
low-frequency (around 200 Hz) noise made accurate measurements of peak
pressure amplitudes difficult. This low-frequency noise also made it
generally difficult to identify the extent of precursors and tails in the experimental measurements.
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Section 5
PENETRATION OF SONIC BOOM ENERGY
INTO THE OCEAN

I
5.1

I

INTRODUCTION

The previous two sectit as have described an experiment in which
measurements were made of the penetration of acoustic energy into a body
of water from a portion of an airborne shock wave, which swept across the

j

j
I

water in the manner of a sonic boom. The portion of the shock wave which
was involved in this experiment closely resembled a sonic boom in peak
pressure amplitude, angle of incidence and waveshape, but had a duration
which was about 0. 01 that of a typical sonic boom. Thus, the depths of
penetration of energy from the shock wave into the water in the experiment
were about 0. 01 as great as would occur for an actual sonic boom incident
upon the ocean surface.
The measurements made in this acoustically scaled experiment were
in good general agreement with predictions based on the existing theory of Nwave penetration into the ocean under total reflection conditions. As a
result, it may be assumed that the theory is valid, witxhn the restrictions
imposed by the simplifying assumptions on which the theory is based.

i5.2

COMPARISONS WITH AMBIENT NOISE LEVELS

It is of interest to assess
SI the possible ecological consequences of the
penetration of sonic boom acoustic energy into the ocean. To do this,

L

theoretically predicted sonic boom underwater sound levels must be compared with the deep-ocean ambient noise levels which are normally
present. This is best done as a function of frequency, by comparing sound
pressure spectrum levels.
Sawyers3 has previously compared predicted sonic boom spectrum
levels at a depth of 15 ft with ambient noise spectrum levels, for two

I

representative cases.

The purpose of the present work is to incorporate

several modifications to Sawyers' approach, and to expand the comparison
over a greater range of data.
5-1

For convenience, the same two cases considered by Sawyers
will be discussed. In Case 1, the N-wave duration is taken as T = 0. 1 sec,
and the aircraft speed is v = 1500 ft/sec. In Case 2, T = 0. 3 sec and v =
2500 ft/sec. In bot~h cases, a peak pressure amplitude of po = 2. 5 lb/ft2
and a speed of sound in water of c = 4800 ft/se1 . are assumed.
Figure 5-1 shows the sound pressure spectrum levels for the airborne sonic boom N-waves incident upon the ocean surface, for Cases
1 and 2. These pressure spectrum levels differ from the energy density
spectra usually discussed in the literature6 by factors of 2/T, or 13
db and 8 db for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. The modification provides
sound pressure spectrum levels which are directly comparable with
physically measurable ambient spectrum levels.
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 provide comparisons between theoretically
predicted sonic boom spectra at 0, 15, 100 and 1000 ft depths and measured deep-ocean ambient spectra, over frequencies ranging from
0.01 to 10,000 Hz.
The predicted spectra were computed from Equation 2-5, discussed
in Section 2-4 of this report. At the 15-ft depth, the predicted spectra
of Figures 5-2 and 5-3 are higher than those shown by Sawyers (Reference
6, Figure 1) by a factor of 8/T, which is 19 db and 14 db in Cases 1 and
2, respectively.
The "typical" ambient spectra 813 in Figures 5-2 and 5-3 are for
heavy surface ship traffic and Sea State 3. Over frequencies from 1 to
10, 000 Hz, the "upper limit" and "lower limit" spectra8 are the same
as these shown by Sawyers.

The typical spectrum for transient ambient

noise due to earthquakes and explosions8 is also shown, since this is
relevant to sonic boom transient noise in the ocean.
There are four important physical sources8 of typical ambient
noise in the deep ocean, for a frequency range of 0. Ci io 10, 000 Hz.
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Sonic Boom Sound Pressure Spectrum Levels in Air at

Surface of Water, for Two Cases
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Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show that the underwater noise levels due
to sonic booms penet:ating into Phe ocean to depths of 15 ft or more
appreciably exceed the natu.rally occurring ambient noise leveld only
in the very low frequency region from about 0. 5 to 200 Hz. The penetrating sonic boom spectra have peaks in the region from about 0. 5 to
5. ,.

These spectral peak levels exceed the corresponding typical

azmbient levels by about 60 db at a depth of 15 ft and by about 50 db at 100
ft. At depths of more thai a few thousand ft, the sonic boom noise level
does not appreciably exceed the ambient noise level at any frequency.
The sonic boom spectral peaks occur in roughly the same frequency
region as the peaks of transient ambient noise due to earthquakes and
explosions.

The peak levels of the sonic boom spectra are 20 to 30 db

higher than the peks of the low-frequency transient ambient noise spectra.
Although the predicted peak levels of the penetrating sonic boom
noise spectra are well above the ambient noise levels in the region from
0. 5 to 5 Hz, these sonic boom levels are well below the ambient noise
spectrum levels in the 0. 1 Hz region. This is the region in which
surface waves cause ambient pressure fluctuations.

For a well-developed

Sea State 3, the ambient noise spectrum levels at 0. 1 Hz are 30 to 40
db above those at 0. 5 to 5 Hz due to penetration of sonic booms into
the ocean.
5.3

EQUIVALENT SURFACE WAVES

The amplitude of the pressure fluctuatior s due to penetration of a
sonic boom into the ocean may be expressed in terms of the height of an
equivalent surface wave which causes pressure fluctuations of the same
ampiftude.

At a depth of 15 ft, the .'ressi:re fluctuation amplitude ,"qoc-

iated with the penetration of a 2.5 lb/ft 2 incident sonic boom shock -wave
• 3 to 4 lb/ft 2, depending on the duration of the incident N-wave. A
surface wavelet having a height of less than one inch is all that is needed
to cause a pressure fluctuation of this amplitude at a point just beneath
the surface, under the wavelet.
5-S
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However, at a given frequency, the amplitudes of pressure
fluctuations due to surface waves are attenuated exponentially with depth.
This occurs for surface waves for the same reason it occurs for sonic
boom shock waves incident upon the surface. When pressure is applied
from above upon a small region of the surface of a body of water such as
the ocean, which is effectively unbounded to the sides and below, the
pressure is carried by the water in all the horizontal directions as well
as vertically. The amplitude of the pressure fluctuation goes to zero
as the depth increases without bound.
At a frequency of 1 Hz, the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation
"due to a surface wave is reduced by a factor of about 0.0001 at a depth
of 15 ft. This means that it would take a wave having a height of nearly

low

100 ft, with a period of 1 second, to cause a pressure fluctuation of 3

* -cated

to 4 lb/ft2 at a depth of 15 ft. Such waves do not exist. Thus, as indiby Figures 5-2 and 5-3, the pressure fluctuations due to penetrating
sonic booms at 15 ft are appreciably greater than the ambient pressure
fluctuatior,s.
At a frequency of 0. 1 Hz, hovever, there is little attenuation of
the surface wave pressure fluctuations at depths as great as 100 ft.
This is why the ambient noise spectral peak appears at 0. 1 Hz.

There

are also sorae second-order pressure variation effects which are not
-C

attenuated with depth.
5.4

PARTICLE DISPLACEMENTS
Using the plane-wave approximation, which is valid for a small

region of an atmospheric sonic boom shock wave, the displacement experienced by an air particle as it is acted upon by the shock wave passing
* "divided

through is given by the time integral of the sound pressure, p (t),
by the acoustic impedance, p c. Here, p is the density of the
medium, and c is the speed of sound in the medium.

1
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In air, a sonic boom N-wave having a peak sound pressure amplitude of 2. 5 lb/ft 2 and a duration of 0. 1 sec will cause a particle
displacement of about a quarter of an inch. A given air particle will be
moved over this distance and then will be returned to its original position
during the 0. 1 sec interval, as the shock wave passes through. This
effect is perceptible Ln the chest cavity of a human observer.
In water, the penetrating pressure field associated with a small
region of the incident sonic boom also has the form of a plane wave.
2.

This inhomogeneous plane wave is a vertical wavefront which moves
horizontally through the water at the same speed as the incident sonic
boom sweeps across the surface. At small depths, the peak sound pressure
amplitude associated with this wavefront is roughly equal to that of the
incident airborne shock wave. However, because the acoustic impedance
of the water is about 3300 times that of air, the particle displacement
will be much smaller in water than in air. At a depth of 15 ft, the penetrating sour.d pressure field due to the sonic boom described will cause
a particle displacement of about one thousandth of an inch.
5.5

ECOLOGICAL CONSEQ UENCES

In the present work, as in previous work, it has been established
that underwater pressure fluctuations due to sonic booms will be of
higher amplitude than the deep-ocean ambient noise only in a very lowfrequency region, and only at depths less than roughly a thousand feet.
Further, it has been established that naturally-occurring pressure
fluctuations due to surface waves have appreciably higher spectrum levels
than penetrating noise due to sonic booms, even as shallow as 15 ft.
It remains for qualified biologists to determine the ecological consequences of the intrusion of transient pressure fluctuations at frequencies
below about 200 Hz into the upper layers of the ocean. The available
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evidence, including the very low-frequency nature of the sonic boom noise
and the very small particle displacements involved, indicates that there
will be little effect on the ocean ecology.
The crucial factor is the determination of the response of marine

I

life to the stimulus of occasionai pulses of low-frequency pressure
fluctuations which are of larger amplitude than the ambient noise usually
present.

I
I

I
I
I
I
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Section 6
CONCLUSIONS

I
F
I,

1
1

6.1

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

The experiment which was conducted was an acoustically scaled
simulation of the penetration of sonic boom energy into the ocean. The
experiment resulted in verification of predictions based on the existing
theory of N-wave penetration into a flat body of water under total
reflection conditions. Therefore, it is believed that the theory is valid,
under the restrictions of the assumptions involved in its development.
6.2

COMPARISON WITH AMBIENT NOISE LEVELS

The sound pressure spectrum levels associated with the penetration
of sonic booms to various depths in the ocean were computed, based on
the theory. These predicted levels were compared with measured typical
deep-ocean ambient noise spectrum levels over a wide range of frequencies.
At depths of less than a thousand feet, the sonic boom levels were
appreciably higher than the corresponding ambient noise levels only at
very low frequencies, from about 0. 5 to 200 Hz.

1

at about 0. 1 Hz of ambient pressure fluctuations due to surface waves
were appreciably higher than the sonic boom peak spectrum levels.
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The spectrum levels

ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
The detailed ecological consequences of the penetration of sonic

booms into the ocean remain to be determined by qualified biologists,
based upon the quantitative predictions of spectrum levels developed
*
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by Sawyers and in the present report. Thera are indications, however,
that the ocean ecology will not be seriously affected by sonic booms.
SCOPE OF THEORY
The existing theory is limited in scope by a number of assumptions.
The aircraft is assumed to be in horizontal flight at a constant speed,
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less than Mach 4. 5, over an extended interval of time.

The ocean

surface is assumed to be flat, and the ocean itself to be homogeneous.
Results apply only to a small region of the intersection of the sonic boom
shock cone with the ocean surface. Finally, only symmetrical N-waves
with zero rise times and linearly changing pressure amplitudes are
considered.
Despite the restrictive nature of these assumptions, the theory
developed on this basis is believed to be appropriate for application to
simple operational situations of current interest.
6.5

EFFECTS OF NONHORIZONTAL FLIGHT
So long as the supersonic aircraft does nothing to cause the sonic

boom shock wave to intersect the surface of the water at an angle less
grazing than the critical angle, which is about 130, penetration effects
similar to those described in this report should occur. But if the subMach 4. 5 aircraft should dive at such an angle (about 400 at Mach 1. 3,
for example) that part of the Mach cone was incident upon the surface
of the water at an angle of less than 130, acoustic energy from this part
of the Mach cone would be transmitted across the air-water interface
and would continue to propagate through the water as a coherent wavefront. The transmitted noise would not die out rapidly with depth and
frequency, as would penetrating noise. The effects of this underwater
transmitted sonic boom noise on the ocean ecology would be much more
severe.
6.6

EFFECTS OF SURFACE WAVES
Waves on the ocean surface should have no significant effect on

penetration of sonic booms into the ocean, so long as the waves are not
so steep as to make possible the transmission of sound into the water
at angles less grazing than the critical angle on patches of the ocean
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surface.

However, there has been little work,
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theoretical or experi-

mental, in this area of investigation.
6.7
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EFFECTS OF SURFACE SHIPS
In the early stages of the experiment described in this report, it

was observed that a surface float such as an inner tube could cause
appreciable transmission of sound into the water in an area where only
total reflection and accompanying shallow penetration of sound into the
water would have otherwise occurred.
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On the basis of this experience in an acoustically scaled simulation,
it is predicted that a ship on the ocean surface which is exposed to an
atmospheric sonic boom will cause significantly more noise to go into
the water in the region of the ship, than would have ordinarily penetrated into the water.

The physical mechanism for this would be the

acoustic excitation of the ship, which is a nearly closed air-filled cavity
floating on the surface, followed by reradiation of a portion of the acoustic
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energy into the water. This reradiated noise would not be attenuated
rapidly with depth and frequency, as would penetrating noise. Urick15
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and his coworkers at NOL have probably observed such a reradiation
phenomenon in full-scale sonic boom experiments conducted at sea.
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